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From the Head
It is always a pleasure and a
highlight to look through the Week
on a Friday, and the children are
continuing to work hard and
produce such high-quality work.
We are conscious that these last
weeks of the year are normally a
time for the children to enjoy all the
exciting and special end of year
events. Unfortunately, this year,
these cannot happen this way, but
the staff are planning some fun
virtual activities for the last week
for the children.

Year 3 have been learning about pollination and the different parts of flowers. Here is
Ariane’s beautiful flower dissection poster.

Remote Learning - Pupil Work

Ahead of this, I have set a new
optional baking challenge for this
week… a SHOWSTOPPER
BAKING CHALLENGE!
I
celebrated my birthday this week,
and my very clever daughter made
my birthday showstopper cake…
it’s a horse, one of my favourite
animals! Here is a photo:

Members of Year 7 have been working hard in Spanish this week, working on a project
about Spanish-speaking cities. Hermione chose Valencia, producing this colourful
poster en español.

There is no set theme for this
challenge to allow you to be
imaginative and really creative. It
is important to plan it before you
start and make sure you have the
right ingredients. Please send a
p h o t o t o c ha l le n g e@ j u n i o r kings.co.uk. There is no time limit –
please do submit photos and we
will feature these across the final
weeks of term in the Week.
I wish you all a relaxing weekend.
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House Meetings
Please note that there will be
House
Meetings
on
Wednesday mornings from
8:30-8:45am for the next two
weeks. All pupils in Years 3-8
will receive a Teams invitation
to attend these.

On this Friday…
In 2010, Toy Story 3 had its world
premiere at the Taormina Film Fest in
Italy.

Where in Junior King's
is this?
Do you know where you might find this
on the school grounds?

Happy Birthday!
We wish a very Happy Birthday to the
following pupils and staff who have their
birthdays next week

13th June
Asuka
Mr Gidney

Poem of the week
Dreams – Langston Hughes
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.

14th June
Freya J

Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.

15th June
Maria K
Mrs Izzi

16th June
Isabelle P
17th June
Harry L
Elena D
Juno
18th June
Max A
Kathie VU
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Remote Learning –
Pupil Work
We are really enjoying seeing the work
that you are doing at home. Please do
keep sending in photos to your teachers
and form tutors so that we can include as
many of them in The Week as possible!
The cut off for any entries into The Week
is Thursday afternoon, 3pm. Anything
received after that will automatically be
saved for the following week’s edition.
Obviously it won’t be possible to include
everything we are sent in The Week, so
do look on our social media pages,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, for
more of your work.

Congratulations to Wendy, who won
7C's Friday form time Bingo session last
week. Wendy has won the chance to
choose next Friday's fun form time
activity!

Here’s another beautiful flower
dissection poster by Hanya showing the
different parts of a flower.

Mrs Pattinson took this photo of a grass
snake that she saw on a walk around her
home last weekend. Following pupil
demand, here it is for everyone to see in
The Week!

Last week we
asked you to
depict
what
you
see
through your
window. Larry
(Year 5) sees a
lot of rain!

5C have been thinking about their strengths in PSHE: the things in their lives that they draw strength from in tough times and the
people who make them stronger, as well as their character traits and the things they are good at.
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This week in Maths, Year 2 have been
focusing on directions and turning
through a right angle. They have been
making wonderful road maps using all
kinds of objects from home. Work here by
Lucinda, Oliver and Charlie.

Reception followed instructions to make
beautiful fish kites this week. Mitzi is
taking hers home to fly on a windy day,
while Coco and her big sister Isabelle
have already had a chance to test theirs
out!

Reception have been learning to count in
2s this week. Olivia practised her
counting by playing a pairs game.

Remote Learning
(continued)

In Set 1 Latin this week, Year 6 took a
virtual school trip to Lullingstone villa.

Year 8 have been thinking about the
abstract in Art and have taken their own
photos in and around their houses that
will be used as inspiration for a final
painting. Pictures here by Olise, Naeto,
and Sonny.
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Gabrielle says her pinwheel proves that
there are particles in the air which push
against it to make it turn! Year 1 have
made pinwheels and windsocks for their
Science investigation topic of “wind” this
week, which has got them thinking about
things we cannot see but that are
definitely there! They have also been
watching ‘The Wind in the Willows’ in
English and have made headbands and
talked as if they are the book’s characters.
Charlie R got his whole family to join in
the discussion!

Lottie and Olivia (Year 6) drew these
detailed henna designs in Art.

Remote Learning
(continued)

Reception have had lots of fun this week.
Here’s James making friends with a
Painted Lady butterfly and Ady enjoying
some Duplo downtime at the end of the
busy school day.

Inspired by their Van Gogh topic, Year 4 took their own landscape photographs and
reproduced them in Art. Here is work by Martha and Pippa.
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The Buzz with Barbara
Barbara and her Beary Nice Friends!
Thank you for sending in so many lovely photos of you with your teddies and cuddly
toys. It has been so nice to see your photos this week and to fill an entire page with
colourful photos. There are certainly some very well-loved toys out there.

Fun fact:
Did you know that Magellan T.
Bear, manufactured by the
North American Bear
Company, became the first
official teddy bear in space,
flying as the ‘education
specialist’ aboard Space Shuttle
Discovery on the STS-63
mission in February 1995. He
now lives in the National Air
and Space Museum in
Washington DC, USA.
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Art in lockdown: interview with Mrs Sylvester
This week we caught up with Mrs Sylvester to talk about the challenge of bringing Art
lessons online.
What has the work been like
that you have been sent?
What projects are different year groups working on right
now?
I have been really impressed
Online learning has proved quite a challenge for the Art
with the work that has been
Department (that’s me!). Art is all about shared experience,
sent in! The standard has
creative thinking, discussion, making and analysis, which
been incredibly high and
results in quite a challenge while we work apart! I have
pupils have worked well
tried to design projects for each year group that take into
independently, facing lots of
account limited resources, but include actual making skills
creative problems, and
inspired by artists and designers.
d e v e l o p i ng
in t e r e s t i ng
responses and use of
Year 3 are doing a project inspired by Georgia O‘Keeffe’s
materials!
flowers. I was struck on my daily dog walk how people’s
How are you finding the live
gardens have been very well tended this year and so many
elements of your lessons?
beautiful flowers have come into bloom. The pupils are
working towards a large single flower composition based on
The live element is working
their own photos.
well!
It can get a little
fraught when everyone has a question or opinion as I am teaching
Year 4 have started a Van Gogh project looking at his
whole year groups at a time! But I love seeing the pupils’ faces and
landscapes, the gestural marks that he uses and his colour
it’s great when they show me their work.
palette. Did you know that he spent time in Ramsgate, just
round the corner from where I live and taught in a school
What has been your Art highlight of the year?
for a year? He said his time in England was the happiest
Definitely the 90th anniversary mosaic crown, which is still up in
time of his life! The pupils are now working towards a large
Reception. It was quite a logistical challenge to get every pupil in
landscape piece based on their own photographs.
the prep school making a tile but it came together beautifully in the
Year 5 are continuing to work on a project based on leaves
end and I really think it is a great testament to how a collaborative
and have been inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement
piece can work. The estates team were amazing with how they put
and William Morris. They collected a range of leaves,
it all together. And working with a professional artist was a great
pressed them, drew them, made a pattern and an
experience for everybody!
illuminated letter based on their collection. We are now
Who are your favourite artists?
moving to transferring this pattern onto a design for a mug.
This would have been done using clay had we been
Well, this is a tricky one… To teach, I love showing pupils
undertaking the Summer Term as normal, but we are going
Picasso’s work as he was such a genius and so prolific. He crosses
to be resourceful with card and silver foil!
so many styles and techniques that you could really design projects
for every year group using his work. I also absolutely love William
Year 6 are continuing their colour and pattern topic and,
Morris’s work as he was so influential on the path that design took,
having looked at the amazing collage artist Rex Ray, they
from architecture to furniture to textiles. He also had an interesting
are now exploring henna designs. They will be producing
background and social conscience and used his art to influence
their own patterns in relief on a large hand.
change.
Year 7 have just started a photomontage project and have
To hang on my wall, I like work that you could look at every day
been learning about the technique and its political
and see something different in the work. I love Peter Doig’s work. I
significance. We have been influenced by the work of
saw an exhibition of his a few years back at the Tate Modern and I
Hannah Höch, John Stezaker and John Heartfield, to
went back five times. His work is mesmerising! Anselm Kiefer is
mention a few. The pupils will be producing their own
another favourite; a
photomontage and be drawing this in biro.
German artist who I
Year 8 have just started an abstract project following on
first saw at an amazing
from their illusion topic before half term. We have been
exhibition
at
the
exploring the definition of “abstract” and getting to grips
Hamburger
Bahnhof
with the key elements. Mondrian has been a real influence
gallery in Berlin.
I
and the pupils have taken some abstract photos inside and
actually cried!
outside, looking at geometrical shapes. We will then be
If money were no object,
developing these into paintings using masking tape to create
I would absolutely love
straight edges or collages.
to hang a Rembrandt on
The planning and delivery of the lessons has been quite a
my wall. I would love
shift for me, but I have really enjoyed trying out and
to examine his fantastic
learning lots of new techniques. My house is quite full of
use of colour and light
these try-outs and my step-sons have absolutely loved being
every day!
my guinea pigs!
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Chemistry Experiments at Home
Year 8 have been working on some fascinating Chemistry projects that examine acids and alkalis as part of their remote learning.
The task was to create indicators using fruits or vegetables or spices that could be obtained in their part of the world, before testing
them with some (safe) household chemicals. Pupils had to research the materials to identify the active chemicals and predict what
the colour change would be before carrying out the investigation and producing a formal write-up. The year group were
encouraged to work across both sets and forms and they have produced some wonderful work. Here are extracts from Cameron
and Celia’s write-ups.
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The Wellness team set pupils a few sport-themed quizzes recently. Answers to these can be found on the following pages.
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Year 6 Persuasive Writing

Levitating Luggage

Mrs Pattinson’s Year 6 English set have been looking at
persuasive writing, designing a gadget that a spy might use and
producing pieces persuading spies to buy it, incorporating all of
the features of persuasive writing. Here are some lovely
examples from Ola, Juliette, Edward and Yewon.

Are you tired of having to carry heavy suitcases? With this new
Levitating Luggage, your hands will be light as a feather. Don’t
be the only one who is left carrying suitcases and missing your
plane.
The Levitating Luggage is perfect for everyone who loves to
travel, who travels frequently and for those who carry heavy
bags. It can levitate on streets and even on stairs! It is
unbreakable and completely weightless even if you fill your
luggage full of rocks.
This brilliant luggage comes with a bonus of a little device called
“tracker”. The tracker has a red button - known as the
emergency button - which calls your luggage directly to you if
you press it about 5 seconds. Also, this tracker device is very
useful for someone who’s injured, elderly or busy because if you
hold the tracker, your luggage follows you.
Maybe the key reason for purchasing this brilliant luggage is
that it can only be used by the owner. This luggage is accessed
by using a Fingerprint Scanner. So even if your luggage is
stolen, they won’t be able to open your bags.
Still not sure? Listen to what Lola Lifteam - who is a known
world record breaker for travelling - has to say about this
brilliant luggage: “My life was tough travelling worldwide
carrying four suitcases. When this amazing Levitating Luggage
was out, I knew I had to buy it straight away.”
If that weren’t enough, the Levitating Luggage comes with a 5
year guarantee for free and a waterproof zipper to protect the
inside of your luggage. Want to find out more? Then visit
www.riseluggage.com and buy today!
by Yewon

Watch out for the new spy watch 20000!
Imagine having a spy watch that can do just about
everything and be such a useful part in your mission! Well
now you can stop daydreaming, because the new and
improved spy watch is here, with its amazing new features.
Its avant-garde design will not only make you fit for any
mission but also look fashionable in it too. It has a very
precise lie detector that can detect the tiniest fib and even a
hidden tranquiliser that will leave all your spy friends jaw
dropped. This ravishing watch has a button that can
change your appearance so there is no need to waste time
trying to put on a poorly fitting spy costume! This spy
watch is very useful, multifunctioning and even
rejuvenating. It is essential in your missions. Don’t just
take my word for it, listen to what the talented and adept
spy, John English, has to say: ‘I bought this watch and I
am so excited to show off my spy watch to all my friends. I
guarantee you that if you buy this watch you will not
regret it.’

Go to www.spywatch.com and use the code English to get
half price and BUY NOW!
by Ola
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The Robo Spider

Gadget in disguise

Are you an M15 agent looking to increase your spying performance and track record?
Have you been let down by poor quality spying devices in the past? Do you want less
interference and lightning fast ability to send back to headquarters? If you answered
“YES”, then you MUST HAVE the new and limited edition Robo Spider!

If you are a spy in disguise this is the gadget for
you! It is almost impossible to tell the difference
between the real design and the spy gadget form.
This gadget is one of a kind, if you need help on a
mission, or you need back up, or just to get in
touch with your co-spies in camouflage.

With the newly developed state-of-the art Robo Spider you can become the best of the best.
You will never need to worry about re-charging or losing out on a critical conversation
because of fuzzy interference again.
The new Robo Spider is a robotic spider that contains a variety of different yet useful and
highly intricate abilities. The mounted camera allows for 360 degree continuous video
surveillance which is directly fed back to M15. The internal speakers are able to record
specific sounds up to 150 metres away. The Robo Spider is waterproof and has extra
backup engines which charge automatically. The back mounted tranquiliser rows can be
released with a touch of a remote button and can allow any unsuspecting suspect to
become stunned for 6 hours. The antennae provides no interference regardless of the
weather conditions. The main headlight provides good quality LED lighting. The feet of
this amazing gadget can scuttle on all terrains with suspension and automatic
adjustments allowing you to chase down your unsuspecting suspect. The lightweight
titanium steel falcon wings retract at a touch of a button allowing the Robo Spider to take
flight up to a height of 800 metres. Does your current spy device allow you to do that?
The Robo Spider will allow you to carry out spy missions more easily and with greater
accuracy. But listen to what these actual field agents have to say about Robo Spider: “The
Robo Spider helped me reach the high level within M15” - Bob Johnson, secret field agent.
“I cannot believe I almost didn’t buy this amazing spy tool, my friends now call me the
new James Bond” - Bob Jeff Jr. “The Robo Spider has changed our investigations
department. We will never go back to our old spy device” - Malory S.
Please visit theincrediblerobospider.com for more information and to sign up for a free two
week trial. If the new Robo Spider does not improve your spy abilities in two weeks you
can return for a full refund.
by Edward

The gadget is called the W.T.M-Original. It is
superb on the go and very handy. With its layer
of fresh edible peppermint mints, so no one is
suspicious when opened, with also a flip layer
under the mints containing the radio devices. It
is a great way to hide the fantastic creation.
This boastful device shows its skill; when you put
the W.T.M-Original on, it instantly turns
invisible! Such an amazing feature as you look
undercover and very secretive when talking to the
HQ or your co-spies. It is a wonderful touch of
detail because all you have to do is stick on the
device next to your eyebrow and you connect
instantly.
I am sure you will agree this is a ‘must have’,
essential item. Even the Charlie’s Angels have
used it in very top secret important missions!
Just listen to what they have to say: ‘This is an
essential device, a fantastic creation; again a
“must have”: it’s an easier way to communicate.
It is very handy and camouflaged which is great!
Buy now while still in stock.’
You can buy this amazing creation by visiting
online today at www.W.T.M.gadget.com visit
NOW!
by Juliiette

Answers to this week’s puzzles & riddles.
Word Chain Quiz answers: 1) Canterbury Cathedral; 2) Library; 3) Yellow; 4) Woodwind; 5) Drama; 6) Acute; 7) Eleven; 8) Noise; 9) English; 10) House song
competition.
Where in Junior King's answer: On the main school building when entering from the quad area outside Junior House.
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